




Model Carla Bruni walked 
the runway for the latest 
Bulberry show.

Actress Paula Echevarría 
was one of the guests for the 
latest Calzedonia event.

Modern and rich family

Her legacyNational talent

The cast of Modern Family is packed with well stablished actors and actresses and their 
net worth is nothing mundane either! While the youngest actress still is making her way 
on the industry, Sofia Vergara has the highest net worth of the cast, with $180 million.
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Actress Kate Blanchett 
was super chic in the latest 
Armani event.

Actor Simu Liu revealed that 
he’s going through a recent 
breakup.

New milestone

Clean linesRecent heartbreak

Singer Rihanna has been announced as the next Superbowl Half-Time performer for 
next year’s event, a huge milestone in every musician career. While this news have been 
revealed, she’s been seen going to the recording studio recently; maybe for a new album.

Back and stronger

Self reflection

Model Cara Delevigne showed up for the Cara Loves Karl Paris event rocking a new 
copper hair shade. Her healhy and gorgeous look shut down the rumors that have been 
online lately about her health, after some unfortunate pics were uploaded to the web.

Tom Hanks revealed how he 
thinks he’s done only four 
really good movies.

Roger Federer officially left 
the tennis world with a final 
celebratory tennis match.

Heartfelt goodbye
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Elton John was given the 
National Humanities Medal 
by President Biden.

Mariah Carey stunned in this 
sparkly gown for her Global 
Citizen performance.

Bittersweet moments

Career achivementsALways shining

Khloe Kardashian is going through hard times. While she recently became the mother 
of her seconf child, which is a wonderful thing, the father of said child cheated on her 
prior to the birth of the baby. 
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Socialité Paris Hilton closed 
the latest Versace show this 
Milan Fashion Week.

Margot Robbie wore this 
gothy cape for the premiere 
of the film ‘Amsterdam’.

Working things out

Closing poseGoth is now in

The Royal Family has been affected by the passing of Queen Elizabeth II, and it seems 
like different parts of the family are trying their best to leave problems behind and 
reconcile; like Prince Harry, Meghan Markle, Prince William and Princess Kate.
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Between runways, model 
Bella Hadid did not opt for 
lowkey everyday looks.

Vanessa Hudgens looked 
stunning in this ensemble for 
the latest Versace show.

Barbie doll

In the makings

Vampy fashion

Sara Ramirez, actress of Just Like That, the sequel to Sex and The City, confirmed via 
Instagram that the second season is taking place really soon. The pic she posted shows 
part of the filming and backstage of the setting for this new season.
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Singer Shakira is going through difficult times lately, with her tax situation with the 
Spanish government and now the split with soccer player Piqué. Regarding this last one, 
he seems to have found a new partner already, which is making the situation harder.

Naomi Campbell was a 
vision in gray for the latest 
Boss Fashion Show.

Julia Fox turned heads at the 
latest Fashion Week with this 
mermaid outfit.

Weird times

Iconic momentPushing boundaries
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As Seneca said, “Luck is what happens when preparation meets opportunity.” 
Just like in the story of Vivian Milkova, one of our students at Marbella Film School, 
who landed a significant role in the latest Antonio Banderas movie, The Enforcer. 
The 14-year-old actress has been diligently working on her craft and acting skills before 
she was cast to play opposite Banderas. 

The casting process, however, was different from the usual. Instead of having to send in 
an audition tape, she had been selected directly based on her previously filmed showreel 
monologue filmed at Marbella Film School, in which she portrayed a character similar 
to what they were looking for. 
You never know when an opportunity like this will come your way. In Vivian’s case, 
being prepared definitely paid off. This is undoubtedly a brilliant start to a promising 
acting career!

The Enforcer, shot in Greece last year, is about a hitman (Antonio Banderas) who has to 
sacrifice everything to save a young girl he has befriended from his femme fatale boss 
(Kate Bosworth) involved in cybersex trafficking.

We had a chat with Vivian, and this 
is what she had to say about her 
filming experience: 

Q & A with VIVIAN MILKOVA:

Can you tell us about your character 
and how you prepared for the role? 

I play the role of Lola, a typical 
teenage girl looking forward to her 
sixteenth birthday when suddenly 
she crosses paths with her father 
Cuda (Antonio Banderas) with 
whom she doesn’t seem to have the 
most stable relationship…

I prepared for the character mainly 
by choosing a pair of songs that 
made me connect with her and 
helped me put myself in her shoes 
whenever I wanted to.

How was your experience on set?

I had the opportunity to share the set with an 
amazing crew and I ended up becoming great 
friends with a girl I was on screen with.
Even though I only played opposite Antonio 
Banderas, I also had the opportunity to see Kate 
Bosworth backstage, for which I’m extremely 
grateful. 

Banderas is genuinely a very nice person and I 
couldn’t be happier to be in the same movie with 
an actor of such a rank for the first time.
I’m very thankful to the film director Richard 
Hughes for choosing me to be a part of this huge 
project.
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Olivia Bella - Content 
Creator at Marbella Film 
School

Olivia is originally from Hungary, 
however, she has been living and 
working
internationally for many years. 
She is a writer and published 
author with a background in 
acting and photography. 

Nicole Moerland - Founder of 
Marbella Film School

Nicole is of Dutch and Indonesian descent 
born in Holland and raised in Andalucia, 
Spain, and attended Aloha College.  In 
2004, she attended the prestigious Stella 
Adler Academy of Acting in Los Angeles 
and graduated in 2007. She has worked 
and lived in Holland, Spain, UK and USA 
gaining invaluable experience working 
with some of the world’s most talented 
Actors and Directors including Rutger 
Hauer at The Film Factory, as well as 
Director, Peter Yates. She founded the 
Perth Film School (Australia) & Marbella 
Film School (Spain). She speaks fluent 
Dutch, Spanish, English and is learning 
Bahasa Indonesian.

In what way did the acting 
classes at Marbella Film 
School help you?

Everything I know about the 
industry and what it is to act in 
front of a camera is thanks to 
my teacher Nicole Moerland. 
Whether it is about my self-
confidence, techniques required 
to portray any character or the 
challenges we as actors might 
face. 

What is next for you? What are your career ambitions? 

Lots of castings and hopefully many projects ahead of me. I invest a lot in activities such 
as horse riding and surfing in order to gain knowledge and make my portfolio more 
attractive. 
This is my passion and I want to go really far with it, meet new people, get to know many 
other actors, and have fun along the way.
Regarding the kind of roles I’d like to play, I think that every role is unique on its own, 
and for me, it’s the beauty of developing characters based on their internal world is what 
makes me want to do it even more.

What advice would you give to young actors just starting out? 

Some people think it’s not necessary, but in my experience, it’s essential to find the 
right acting classes or at least search for online courses to gain experience. Headshots, 
especially showreels are going to help you showcase what you’re capable of. And of 
course, don’t forget to enjoy the process!
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the runway for the latest 
Bulberry show.

Actress Paula Echevarría 
was one of the guests for the 
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The cast of Modern Family is packed with well stablished actors and actresses and their 
net worth is nothing mundane either! While the youngest actress still is making her way 
on the industry, Sofia Vergara has the highest net worth of the cast, with $180 million.
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Do you ever look at other babies sleeping 
or are so relaxed in their environment 
and wonder why yours hardly ever looks 
the same and can never get some rest? If 
the answer is yes, this article will be worth 
your time.
 
You will notice a difference between a 
baby that is relaxed versus a baby that is 
fluctuating between being very reactive 
and being tired. Somehow they usually 
look in distress when they are awake. These 
babies are usually very irritable, struggle to 
fall asleep, don’t seem to want to lie down 
flat on their back or on their belly, and 
might only want to be carried by you or be 
sitting upright, sounds familiar?
 
It is a common mistake to believe that babies 
cannot have any tension or stiffness in their 
bodies. Often, during the pregnancy or the 
difficult process that is birth, babies end up 
with tension in their upper back and neck. 
This tension can cause discomfort during 
specific movements and positions for your 
child, and doesn’t always dissolve by itself 
after birth.
 

They feel a persistent discomfort which they 
can only express by crying and avoiding 
certain positions that should be natural for 
them, like lying down for long periods of time. 
Since they avoid these positions, they seem to 
be wanting to “stand up” or “sit upright” from 
a very early stage (before they are 6-9 months 
old). It is very important that they don’t do 
this, even if it is assisted by you, as it will 
affect their developmental stages. Which are 
the basic cues to look after in order to see if 
your baby needs to be assessed by a Paediatric 
Chiropractor?

1. He/she doesn’t like sleeping on their back.
2. When on their back or car seat, they bend 

backwards extending their whole body and 
head or they stay in a C shapped position 
(see photo)

3. Wants to sit-up or stand-up before the age 
of 9 months.

4. Seems to be angry or irritable even after 
feeding or sleeping.

5. He/she is looking to one specific side most 
of the time.

6. Has developed infants colic.
7. Has reflux after feeds.

The treatment is very soft and non-invasive, it is done with the same amount of pressure 
you would put when pressing on your own eyeball. The majority of times treatment 
is usually very quick and effective. Each child is assessed individually and receives a 
personalized treatment.
 
If you have any questions feel free to contact us via WhatsApp or on mail and we will 
be happy to assist, 622 851 648 or info@costaspine.com

costaspine_marbella CostaSpine
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alvaropuerma
Alvaro Puerma Martínez

Así es os dejamos un reto de 20 días haciendo cada día al despertar esta rutina de 
abdominales.

1. Dead Bug: Focalizando en mover extremidades opuestas, por ejemplo, brazo 
derecho y pierna izquierda mientras brazo izquierdo y pierna derecha están parados, 
haremos cada movimiento de forma alterna haciendo los cambios arriba. Aquí 
hacemos 4 series de 30” de trabajo y 20” descansando 

That’s right, we leave you with a 20-day challenge doing this abdominal routine every 
day when you wake up.

1. Dead Bug: Focusing on moving opposite limbs, for example, right arm and left 
leg while left arm and right leg are standing, we will do each movement alternately 
making the changes above.  Here we do 4 series of 30 “work and 20” resting

4. Knees up strict: Por último nos 

colgamos en una barra y subiremos 
las rodillas lo más arriba posible muy 
despacio para concentrar bien. 4 
series de 10 repeticiones con 40” de 
descanso. 

4. Knees up strict: Finally we hang 

ourselves on a bar and we will raise 
our knees as high as possible very 
slowly to concentrate well.  4 sets of 
10 repetitions with 40 seconds of rest.

2. Hollow: Aquí focalizamos en tener una presión hacia dentro de nuestras costillas 
aguantando la posición, si te es muy difícil solo trabaja con una pierna estirada y la 
otra flexionada. Aquí hacemos 6 series de 30” activos y 30” descanso 

2. Hollow: Here we focus on having 
an inward pressure on our ribs while 
holding the position, if it is very 
difficult for you, just work with one leg 
stretched and the other flexed.  Here we 
do 6 series of 30 “active and 30” rest

3. Cuadrúpeda twist: en 
formación de cuadrúpedia iremos 
alternando las rodillas hacia los 
codos opuestos. Aquí realizamos 
6 series de 20 repeticiones con 
30” de descanso.

3. Quadrupedal twist: in 
quadrupedal formation we will 
alternate the knees towards the 
opposite elbows.  Here we do 6 
sets of 20 reps with 30” rest.

SI QUIERES APRENDER MÁS SOLO
TIENES QUE CONTACTAR CONMIGO

IF YOU WANT TO LEARN MORE YOU 
JUST HAVE TO CONTACT ME

ABS WORKOUT MORNING!
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JUTE rugs are soft & add texture to home floors. A jute rug combines with virtually any type of 
decoration. You can find handmade rugs braided manually with natural or dyed jute fibres.

SISAL is a more resistant material than jute and can hide wear. Its ideal for use in areas where 
there is a lot of traffic.

Don’t be afraid to decorate your walls and say yes to wallpaper! Dare to give your rooms a 
makeover with unique designs. You will be able to create magical spaces with an immense 
variety of wallpapers, murals and mural fabrics.

For a long time, many have 
refused wallpaper for fear 
of getting tired of patterns, 
colors or shapes, but the 
truth is that today there are 
countless papers that can 
provide a subtle design, with 
light colors and soft shapes, 
for the least daring.

We can currently find different 
finishes on the market, which 
we can choose according to 
our needs and use. You will 
no longer be afraid that your 
children can stain it, because 
many can be cleaned!
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The interest in wallpaper has been growing, and we see 

it more and more in the homes of stars and celebrities. 

In fact, the Pinterest platform ensures that the search 

for “wallpaper” has been increasing in recent years.

Wallpaper provides very special optical effects, from 

trompe l’oeil and depth, to shimmering finishes that 

reflect light.

Geometric or leaf motifs are 

in total trend. Combined 

with a cute artwork, framing 

them or even combining 

with other papers. Unleash 

your creativity!
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Wallpaper has 
evolved a lot 
in recent years, 
offering models 
that offer textures 
and dynamism 
to decorate any 
wall. Like this 
Elitis design that 
has a great relief 
and a variety of 
colors!

When choosing the perfect option for you, it is very important to first study the room 
where it is going to be placed, since the most important factor is the dimensions of the 
space, because depending on the size, one type of pattern or another will be better, because 
the smaller the room or wall, the smaller the pattern should be. Although if you have any 
doubts with your choice, it is best to put yourself in the hands of an interior designer.
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Wallpaper is not only destined for walls. The 
ceiling can also be the perfect support to 
decorate a room, it can also help us to cover 
imperfections or create different heights.

An option that we love for large walls are murals, which represent a global design, 
a complete scene that adapts to the size of the wall and with which we avoid the 
repetition of a pattern. 

These are some examples….

Its not easy to select the perfect wallpaper or 
decide where to place it in a room, there are times 
when wallpapering the entire room can be too 
overpowering and close a room in too much, so 
its important to choose with care and precision. 
In the living-dining room, wallpaper can be used as 
a delimiter between environments, wallpapering 
one area and not another. If you have a very large 
living room, with a reading area, for example, you 
can put a piece of paper in that corner that gives 
warmth to that area. If you want to play it safe, 
the sofa wall is always a wise choice, achieving a 
sophisticated and elegant look
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In the Master Bedroom, the headboard wall is perfect for applying wallpaper, it is the 
main wall since it is where the bed rests, the piece of furniture around which the rest of 
the room usually revolves. A floral or geometric motif is perfect, and can be placed on 

the entire wall or in a strip

Take risks with more play-full designs 
in children’s rooms in order to give 
movement to play areas or study 
areas. Another safe option is to frame 
the bed area, for example, with a more 
relaxed pattern like the one we show 
you. The applies in a baby’s bedroom, 
it is ideal to make it coincide with the 
wall where the crib is placed. It can 
also be used to define a small area 
with an armchair and an auxiliary 
light. Here it is possible to play with 
wallpaper installed from floor to 
ceiling or applied on the upper part 
of the wall only, with a plinth that 
protects the lower part and that is 
lacquered in one of the shades of the 
wallpaper.
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In the case of bathrooms, it is very 
important that they are vinyl wallpapers, 
since humidity can shorten the life of the 
wallpaper. They can be used to cover any 
wall, but it will always be better if it does 
not come into direct contact with water. 
A clear wall can be perfect to decorate it 
with a feature wallpaper, another option 
with which you will surely succeed is the 
wall of the sink.
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In the kitchen, wallpaper 
can also be used to delimit 
environments, just like 
in the living room, we 
can place wallpaper to 
decorate the office area. 
Another idea is to use it on 
a wall that doesn’t have tall 
furniture, or above a splash 
back to avoid splashes on 
the wall.

If you have a laundry room, 
decorating it with a decorative 
wallpaper will give it a much 
more relaxed and cute look. In 
the event that you have a sink 
area, we advise you to place 
it above the splash back to 
avoid splashes. On free walls, 
dare and take the wallpaper 
from the floor to the ceiling. 
You can take risks and include 
covering furniture or even 
cabinet doors!

Corridors, entrances and stairs are great spaces for wallpapering, you can place it on 
all the walls or those to which you want your guests’ eyes to be drawn to. Play with the 
optical effects with which you can gain height, give width or even light up!

In conclusion, wallpaper is always a good option, 
it will reinforce your style and give your rooms a 
lot of personality. From Lord Designs Interiors, 
we encourage you to use them and give your 
home a second life.

www.lorddesigns.com    Lord Designs Interiors
Carretera A7 Cadiz-Malaga KM. 164,500, Urb.
Playa de la Cancelada CP 29688 Estepona
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Singer Chanel Terreiro was 
spotted at the Mercedes Benz 
Fashion Week.

Actress Natalie Portman 
wore all black and oversized 
glasses for Dior.

Sweet surprise

All smilesLess is more

The Spice Girls revealed that they are re-releasing their iconic album ‘Spiceworld’ to 
celebrate their 25th anyversary since their debut in the 90s. The album, which will come 
out this november, will contain bonus tracks and demos never heard before.
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DETROIT – GMC’s electric supertruck lineup expands with the addition of the 2024 
HUMMER EV SUV — and it is loaded with smart, purposeful technology.
“GMC’s HUMMER EV SUV offers an exceptional balance of on-road performance and 
off-road capability, enhanced by a unique structure that allows for our signature open-
air experience,” said Al Oppenheiser, HUMMER EV chief engineer. “New features 
debuting on the SUV reinforce its role as a tactical tool in almost any situation.”
New technologies include trail mapping available via the redesigned myGMC app1, 
and a new available Power Station generator2 that enables customers to utilize up to 
3 kilowatts of power from the vehicle, turning the HUMMER EV SUV into a power 
source on the trail or a backup generator.

HUMMER EV’s interdependent body/battery structure enables the Infinity Roof on 
the EV pickup as well as the SUV, and expected best-in-class off-road proportions 
help make the new SUV even more maneuverable — while making the most of the 
HUMMER EV’s signature features such as available CrabWalk3, available Extract 
Mode4 and more.

• Unique 18-inch wheels and 35-inch-OD Goodyear Wrangler Territory MT tires
• Underbody armor and rock sliders
• UltraVision with underbody cameras7 (front- and rear-facing with wash system)
• Front eLocker and rear virtual lockers
• Heavy-duty ball-spline half shafts

Special features such as available Watts To Freedom5 bring their own unique 
multisensory, interactive experiences, with distinctive sound via the premium Bose 
audio system, feel through the haptic driver’s seat and sight with custom screen 
displays showing the special performance mode is “armed and ready.”

The user experience is customizable through My Mode, allowing the driver to tailor 
their favorite features including steering, suspension, sound and acceleration for a 
truly personal interface that celebrates every drive

2024 GMC HUMMER EV SUV Offers New Tactical Tech
Enhanced off-road proportions meet new features, including trail mapping and Power 
Station generator

By: Guillermo Fernández de Ateca Barber.
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Introducing the new V12 Vantage Roadster:
The ultimate expression of style, sound and speed
• New V12 Vantage Roadster fuses ultimate performance with open-air thrills
• Production limited to 249 examples globally and a closed order book due to 

unprecedented demand
• Unmistakeable looks thanks to dramatic widebody design
• First Vantage Roadster to feature the 5.2-litre V12 Twin-Turbo powertrain
• Outputs of 700PS and 753Nm make this the most powerful Vantage Roadster ever
• Wide-track suspension provides pinpoint handling; aerodynamic package generates 

up to 216kg of downforce
• Top speed of 200mph, 0-60 in 3.5 seconds
• Deliveries scheduled to begin Q4 2022

Aston Martin is proud to introduce 
the new V12 Vantage Roadster – a 
uniquely exciting and ultra-
exclusive limited production 
model which combines the 
thrilling performance of the 
most powerful Aston Martin 
Vantage ever made with 
the freedom and sensory 
stimulation of roof-down 
driving.
 
With production strictly 
limited to just 249 customer 

examples globally, with all 
examples sold ahead 

of release, the V12 
Vantage Roadster 

boasts a compelling 
combination of dramatic 

widebody design, ground-
hugging wide-track 
suspension and – for the 
first time in a Vantage 
Roadster - the mighty 
5.2-litre Twin-Turbo V12 
engine. With searing 
straight-line speed and 
the unfiltered howl of 
Aston Martin’s sonorous 
700PS 12-cylinder engine, 
the V12 Vantage Roadster elevates 
the open-top driving experience to a 
scintillating new level.
 
Roberto Fedeli, Aston Martin Chief Technical Officer, said: “We have worked extremely 
hard to ensure the V12 Vantage Roadster possesses the same potency and dynamism that 
characterises the V12 Vantage, while surpassing it in terms of raw sensory excitement that 
you only achieve with roof down driving. With more power and torque than any Vantage 
Roadster before it, a wide-track chassis with precisely tuned suspension calibration, 
and up to ten times the downforce of the series production Vantage Roadster, this is a 
breathtaking machine created for our most enthusiastic customers”.

By: Guillermo Fernández de Ateca Barber.
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Cadillac Reveals CELESTIQ Show Car 
An inspired vision of design, technology 
and bespoke craft smanship previews 
fl agship sedan

Cadillac unveiled the CELESTIQ 
show car, a vision of innovation and 
purpose that previews the brand’s future 
handcraft ed and all-electric fl agship 
sedan.

Conceived to lead Cadillac’s electric future 
and inspired by the brand’s 120-year 
heritage, it serves as a touchstone for the 
Cadillac design and engineering teams, 
who continue to develop CELESTIQ as it 
moves closer to production.

“Th e CELESTIQ show car is the 
purest expression of Cadillac,” said 
Magalie Debellis, manager, Cadillac 

Advanced Design. “It brings to life the 
most integrated expressions of design 
and innovation in the brand’s history, 
coalescing in a defi ning statement of a 
true Cadillac fl agship.”

In developing the show car, the design and 
engineering teams immersed themselves 
in the artisanship and customization 
that defi ned early Cadillac sedans such 
as the bespoke V-16 powered coaches of 
the prewar era, and the hand-built 1957 
Eldorado Brougham. Th e CELESTIQ is 
the culmination of that heritage, brought 
to life with innovative production 
methods and new technologies.

“Th ose vehicles represented the pinnacle 
of luxury in their respective eras, and 
helped make Cadillac the standard of the 
world,” said Tony Roma, chief engineer. 
“Th e CELESTIQ show car — also a sedan, 
because the confi guration off ers the very 
best luxury experience — builds on that 
pedigree and captures the spirt of arrival 
they expressed.”

Designers drew further inspiration from 
classic architecture such as the mid-century 
masterpieces of architect Eero Saarinen, 
along with other iconic American designs, 
which made era-defi ning statements when 
introduced and endured with distinctive 
timelessness.

Realizing and infusing those infl uences 
within an Ultium-based EV architecture 
resulted in a clean-sheet expression for the 
CELESTIQ show car that considers the 
entirety of travel as a curated experience 
— one intended to evoke an emotional 
response.  Th e result is a vehicle that makes 
a magnetic fi rst impression and cultivates a 
permanent personal connection.

By: Guillermo Fernández de Ateca Barber.
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Back and stronger

Self reflection

Model Cara Delevigne showed up for the Cara Loves Karl Paris event rocking a new 
copper hair shade. Her healhy and gorgeous look shut down the rumors that have been 
online lately about her health, after some unfortunate pics were uploaded to the web.

Tom Hanks revealed how he 
thinks he’s done only four 
really good movies.

Roger Federer officially left 
the tennis world with a final 
celebratory tennis match.

Heartfelt goodbye
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